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 The Art of Dress in the Victorian
 and Edwardian Eras

 By Otto Charles Thienme

 ress is a complex art. In its broadest sense it includes every-
 thing that encloses or is attached to the human form as well as
 modification of the body itself for esthetic purposes. Dress,
 which comes alive through the process of donning, wearing,
 and finally doffing, is, in fact, the only material form of artistic
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 Fig. 1. Evening dress: bodice

 and skirt, white and black silk

 taffeta plaid, warp-printed in

 lavender and black, trimmed

 with black silk lace, purple silk

 grosgrain ribbon, and white

 silk ribbon with picot edge,

 United States (Boston), 1860-

 1863. Museum purchase, gift

 of Mrs. J. Louis Ransohoff,

 by exchange. 1987.83 b-c.

 (See page 16.)

 expression requiring animation by the human body for full appreciation.

 Underlying both the form of dress and the activity of dressing is the fact that

 dress is a visible symbol of nonvisible cultural meanings and so speaks on be-
 half of the wearer in a silent discourse with the observer. One of these non-

 visible cultural meanings revolves around the concept of beauty. Frequently
 clothing is created primarily to be beautiful. As a result, the appearance of dress
 symbolizes some of our agreed-upon ideas about what is beautiful. Even when
 the utilitarian quests for warmth and/or durability are major concerns, the form
 given to these articles of apparel is often guided by esthetic choice. How we
 dress ourselves communicates to others how well we understand and are able

 to give form to our culture's definitions of beauty... or how we seek to change
 them. Creative expression in clothing becomes, in the hands of its most tal-
 ented practitioners, a legitimate extension of the visual arts.

 As concepts of beauty change, so does costume. This process is called fashion.
 To be in fashion is to participate in and move along with the metamorphosis of
 culture; cultural changes eventually demand revision in ideas about beauty and
 ultimately in the clothing forms which both utilize and symbolize them. Cos-
 tume is the most conspicuous element of our public persona and, in a manner
 of speaking, is our own portable art gallery. This gallery allows every individual
 a part in the display as well as the continual reworking of our collective defini-
 tion of beauty.

 Fashion affects us all, whether we are among the vanguard seeking to redefine
 the concepts of beauty or with those who stand back to observe, adopt, or reject
 those concepts. Fashion is a universal experience. We participate in our world
 by using those forms of dress which express the ideals and realities of our times
 and discarding those which are no longer pertinent. Throughout the Victorian
 and Edwardian eras, women's apparel changed constantly as did the society in
 which it was worn. Silhouettes which relied on precise tailoring for their form
 arose, competed with, and superseded surfaces so covered with draperies,
 laces, ruffles, ribbons, swags, and fringes that the true shape of the garment was
 lost. They illustrated the changing definition of beauty and make some points.

 Victoria ascended the throne in 1837 amid a fashion controversy: was the huge
 leg-of-mutton sleeve to remain popular or was it to pass from fashion? Although
 the matter was not settled in favor of tightly fitted sleeves until the early 1840s,
 the quiet restraint of the new style suited the demeanor of the young queen.
 Victoria was the focus of a great deal of curiosity, and she and her court were
 described in generous detail in accounts of court activities. In London early in
 February 1840, Queen Victoria married her prince, Albert. Forty-five days later
 in Cincinnati, Ohio, Angeline Russell was married toJamesJ. Faran. She wore a
 wedding dress which featured a wide, low neckline with a bertha of silk lace,
 short sleeves trimmed with silk lace ruffles, a pointed bodice front, and exten-
 sive use of piping throughout the bodice (fig. 2). All these elements echoed the
 styling of the dress worn by Queen Victoria. Both brides dressed in accordance
 with the fashionable taste for simplicity enhanced with lace. While the queen
 displayed a fortune in lace custom-made for her in England, Angeline Faran
 used a high-quality unbleached silk lace known as blonde. Her wedding dress
 -looking more like a very fashionable evening gown-anticipated the fashion
 of the 1840s with its tight sleeves and a bodice of extremely long and slender
 proportions.

 In the second half of the 1840s, skirts began to blossom over the support of
 increasing numbers of starched and stiffened petticoats. About 1856, the
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 Fig. 2. (Inset) Wedding dress,

 white silk satin damask

 trimmed with white silk bobbin

 lace, United States (Cincinnati),

 1840. Gift of Jane R. Faran.

 1986.1220 a.

 Fig. 3. Charles Frederick Worth,

 evening dress: bodice and

 skirt, light blue silk faille

 trimmed with blue silk fringe,

 white silk chiffon, and white

 linen machine-made lace,

 France (Paris), 1873-1874.

 Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Groverman

 Blake. 1964.516. (See page 19.)

 whalebone, cane, and horsehair which had been attached to the bottom of
 petticoats to make the skirt stand out were all replaced by the cage crinoline.
 This framework, resembling a bird cage, was made up of many concentric rows
 of thin, flexible, spring steel bands held in place by vertical cloth tapes. Light-
 weight and strong, it retained its shape no matter how large the skirt became.
 The effect of this innovation was immediate. As heavy cumbersome petticoats
 were laid aside, the lightweight cage crinoline grew to even larger proportions.
 Such a device required adept negotiation as it moved easily and could be
 caught by an unexpected gust of wind to reveal more than a well-turned ankle.
 Walking, sitting, getting into a carriage, even rocking a cradle were actions re-
 quiring great skill. Cage crinolines did have advantages. Near the end of the
 nineteenth century, Gwen Raverat quizzed her aunt on what it had been like to
 wear a crinoline. "Oh, it was delightful!" the elderly lady replied. "I've never
 been so comfortable since they went out. It kept your petticoats away from your
 legs and made walking so light and easy" As the cage crinoline enabled skirts to
 reach their widest measurements in the early 1860s, humorous commentary
 followed suit. Reportedly, gentlemen constantly bruised their shins as they at-
 tempted to offer the courtesy of an arm to billowing-skirted ladies. The huge
 skirts, however, were not nearly as amusing to dressmakers since they had to
 devise ways of narrowing many yards of fabric to tiny waistbands. A ball gown
 from Boston presents an excellent example of dressmaker ingenuity (fig. 1).
 The skirt-made of nine full-width panels of silk taffeta-measures 180 inches
 at the hem and 22 inches at the waistband. The dressmaker solved the problem
 by folding the top of the skirt into deep triple box pleats.

 The full skirt was not the only fashionable element of this ball gown; the puffed
 sleeves, pointed bodice, and checked chine silk fabric were each noted in popu-
 lar periodicals for women. American publications-Godey s, Harpers,
 Peterson s-were exceedingly influential. Their hand-tinted illustrations pre-
 sented up-to-the-minute taste which was then described in detail. Women
 throughout the United States could see and read about the latest developments
 on the East Coast and in Europe. For example, evening dresses illustrated in
 Petersons Magazine in 1861 showed a full, puffed, lightweight gauze sleeve un-
 der an elaborate cap sleeve of dress fabric. The esthetic purpose of this ar-
 rangement was to produce a wide horizontal line at the shoulders which

 visually balanced the width of the skirt. Godeyos Ladys Book commented in
 March 1862 that "the pointed bodice once more rules, and is welcomed back by
 many ladies to whom the round waistband gave a dumpy appearance. The best
 dresses are made with points before and behind." Even the fabric of this dress
 -a fine black-and-white checked silk taffeta with a chine pattern printed on the
 warp before weaving-was mentioned in Godeys. The journal, commenting
 on fashionable silk fabrics, noted in 1860 that "to our fancy there are no more

 elegant styles in this class than the fine grey cheques or plaids... formed by
 threads of clear black and white; this is the ground. The figure is, perhaps, an
 oblong medallion chinee in pale rose des Alps, but also crossed by the black
 lines."

 After the end of the Civil War, the size of the cage crinoline diminished substan-
 tially, and by the conclusion of the 1860s, the fashionable silhouette had
 changed dramatically The circular volume of the skirt no longer centered on
 the wearer but sailed out behind her. The reader of The Englishwoman's
 Domestic Magazine was advised to take her long gored skirt and "arrange it to
 the present fashionable style by gathering it up at the sides and back so as to
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 Fig. 4. Charles Frederick Worth,

 evening dress: bodice and

 skirt, blue silk satin, light gray

 silk satin with blue silk stripes

 and supplementary patterning

 wefts in yellow, green, pink,

 and red silk, trimmed with pink

 silk satin and white linen

 machine-made bobbin lace,

 France (Paris), 1877-1878. i' - = - l_

 Gift of Mrs. Murat Halstead

 Davidson. 1986.23 a-b. ;

 form a large puff." A choice of stabilizing underpinnings was available to those
 who were having new dresses made. The Queen, another English periodical, in-
 formed its readers of 1868 that "there shall be an abundance of crinoline, or
 bustle, or pannier, or tournure (for the bunch at the back goes by a variety of
 names) just below the waist." While fashionable women in England and on the
 Continent adopted the new fashion, Godeys Lady s Book still debated the com-
 fort and economy of the hoop skirt and concluded that "they will be worn more
 than ever; and larger in size."

 Godey was wrong. By 1870, the large crinoline waspasse. Women with a ward-
 robe of full-cut skirts updated them by removing side panels or by pulling the
 fullness to the back of the skirt where it was caught up in a pouf over the bustle.
 During the early 1870s, skirts were drawn up to the body even more tightly in
 front while the fullness in back was pulled together to form a train, and dresses
 were marked by a lavish use of trims-flounces, ribbons, draperies, pleated

 18 DAPA Fall 1988
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 bands, and fringes. Other changes were in the wind. A blue silk evening dress
 from Paris featured an innovative neckline (fig. 3). Cut low and square in the
 front and high in the back like the neckline found in day dresses, the new neck-
 line appeared on evening gowns suitable for all but the most formal occasions

 or where an entertainment of dancing demanded a ball gown.

 The undisputed capital of the nineteenth-century fashion world was Paris. At

 midcentury, the center of this world was the French Empress Eugenie, whose
 taste and whim set fashion. Correspondents for English and American fashion
 publications reported on elegant society gatherings as well as those society
 ladies promenading on fashionable boulevards, and each innovation of the im-
 portant dressmakers was eagerly adopted.

 Probably the most important and widely recognized name in nineteenth-cen-
 tury French fashion was that of an Englishman. Charles Frederick Worth left

 England at the age of twenty to work with Maison Gagelin, one of the pre-emi-
 nent Parisian dealers in fine fabrics and shawls. His various successes at Gagelin
 encouraged him to open a couture house in 1858, Worth et Bobergh, and his
 own Maison Worth in 1871. At the height of his popularity Worth reportedly
 produced between six thousand and seven thousand gowns and four thousand
 outer garments annually Part of his success was his ability to manage a business
 of monumental proportion; part was his original taste and knowledge of how to
 apply it to the advantage of his patrons; and part was the willingness of his wife
 to enter into his schemes. It was she who, in 1860, approached Princess Pauline
 Metternich with Worth's proposition to provide this most fashionable of women

 with gowns at ridiculously low cost. The gamble paid off. The first ball gown the
 princess wore to the Tuileries obtained for Worth an introduction to Empress
 Eugenie. With royal patronage, Worth rose to international importance unique
 for that time. By 1865, Worth was well known in American households.
 Peterson s Magazine printed a story that year in which an American heiress to a
 shoelace fortune tried to turn the head of a dashing young gentleman with her
 parade of four new Paris dresses each day Unfortunately he preferred another,
 and so "in vain she wore her most exquisite Parisian dresses, dresses that the
 great Worth himself had made." The value of a stunning wardrobe by the House
 of Worth was a recognized fact. Rose, the heroine of Mrs. Sherwood's 1882
 novel, A Transplanted Rose, moves from a small midwestern town to New York,
 where her own natural goodness and her aunt's tutelage win for her not only
 marriage to an English lord but also a Worth trousseau.

 Much of the complexity of fashion from 1870 through 1885 can be reduced to a
 combination of two elements: a tightly fitted machine-stitched bodice and a
 tightly fitted skirt shell upon which was tacked a collage of fabrics, trims, and
 ruffles. For example, the deeply draped blue silk faille of this Worth evening
 dress (fig. 3) appears to be an overskirt. Actually it is only a decoration, but one
 with every curve of the drape handstitched in place. Another fashionable con-
 ceit was to use two contrasting fabrics for the dress; the dominant fabric found

 in the skirt became the trim for the bodice and vice versa. The tightly fitted bod-
 ices deserve special attention. They were called the cuirasse bodice because

 they fit so closely, almost like armor. If the steel-boned corset wasn't enough, an
 extra measure of uprightness was insured bv attaching boning inside as well.
 After 1876, the long, fitted, coatlike bodice extended down over the hips and, in
 turn, skirts became narrow in the extreme (fig. 4). The Englishwomans'
 Domestic Magazine recommended in 1875 that "the bodice be as long-waisted
 and as tight fitting as possible, the skirt as scant and the train as full as mav be."
 However fashionably a woman may have been dressed, it was not without an
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 Fig. 5. House of Redfern,

 walking suit: bodice and skirt,

 dark blue wool serge trimmed

 with braids of metallic gold,

 metallic gold twisted with

 reddish metallic gold, and dark

 blue silk, France (Paris), 1887-

 1888. Gift of Dr. and Mrs. James

 Kelly. 1974.23 a-b.

 amount of discomfort. The Paris correspondent for The Ladies' Treasur1,
 reported that "skirts are now so tight that our sitting and walking are seriously
 inconvenienced; and the sleeves of our bodices are so closely fitting to the arms
 that we can hardly raise them, even to half their usual height.... Unfortunately;
 also, these very tight dresses are more frequently disadvantageous to the
 greater portion of the ladies than they are becoming."

 With the report in 1886 that "all elaborate frillings and puffings are fast disap-
 pearing in favor of straight, falling lines," Ladies' World noted the importance of
 the new fashion for simple, even severe, styling which emphasized perfect fit
 and high-quality workmanship. It is not at all surprising that the tailored suit,
 particularly appropriate for walking, was the most important form of dress to
 emerge in the 1880s (fig. 5). John Redfern is usually credited with developing
 the style in 1885 in its purest form-a straightforward blue serge coat and skirt.
 According to one anecdote, he created the style for the Princess of Wales-a
 simple outfit for outdoor duties such as military reviews. Other stories sug-
 gested that the walking suit was first devised for yachting wear at Cowes.
 Redfern founded his business in 1841 in Cowes, on the Isle of Wight. The area
 became an important yachting center, and Redfern opened a department spe-
 cializing in casual country clothing for women in 1871. Success encouraged
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 Fig. 6. Jacques Doucet, evening

 dress: bodice and skirt, salmon

 silk faille trimmed with silk

 chiffon and ivory linen bobbin

 lace, France (Paris), 1888-1889.

 Gift of Mrs. Chase H. Davis.

 1958.37.

 him to expand the business to London and then, in 1881, to Paris. Charles
 Poynter, who was sent to Paris to manage that branch, became so successful that
 by 1900 he employed five hundred people. Because the French considered it

 very chic to dress a l'anglaise, the English dark blue wool walking suit became
 a huge success.

 During the second half of the nineteenth century fashion leadership changed.
 After the death of Prince Albert in 1861, Queen Victoria withdrew from public

 view into years of private mourning, and the very stylish Empress Eugenie lost
 her pre-eminence with the fall of the French monarchy in 1871. Leadership
 emerged in new quarters. Actresses such as Sarah Bernhardt and professional
 beauties like Lillie Langtry exerted a tremendous influence on fashion. In the
 absence of royal tastemakers, important actresses especially dazzled the public
 with their wardrobes of the most forward-looking clothes-since at that time
 many of these women wore their own clothing on the stage. Mary Reed Bobbitt
 noted their influence when she wrote in 1879: "Sarah Bernhardt looked lovely...
 whatever I see her in, I always make up my mind to try and remember how it
 was made and to have one like it for myself."

 In 1888, Sarah Bernhardt scored an international triumph in Sardou's play La
 Tosca. Her costumes cut in the Directoire and Empire styles influenced fashion-

 able taste. Even Redfern's restrained walking suits were not immune. Directoire
 details such as full, wide lapels and coat tails falling from the back of the bodice
 mark his suits from this date as being in the height of fashion.

 When Worth opened his couture house in 1858 on the rue de la PIaix, perhaps
 he was aware that the lingerie and fine laces sold in the shop up the street com-

 plemented his exquisite gowns. That lingerie shop, opened in 1824 by Jacques
 Doucet's grandfather, expanded into the men's shirtmaking business when

 Doucet's father invented the starched shirt dicky worn with formal wear. Young
 Jacques showed a feeling for fashion, and the family allowed him to open a de-
 partment devoted to women's apparel in 1875, but it xxwas not known as a cou-
 ture house until 1883. After the death of his father in 1898, Doucet inherited the

 business. In Kings ofFashion, Anny Latour notes that if the House of Worth was
 famous for its dignity Doucet catered to the idea of the seductive woman. For a
 clientele which included actresses and denmimondaines, Doucet created ele-

 gant gowns marked by fine pleats, delicate embroidersy festoons of fine laces,
 draping of the sheerest chiffon, and soft warm pastel colors (fig. 6). Doucet's
 skillful use of delicate colors was especially admired. Even Proust noted in A la
 recherchve du tempsperdu that when Odette married Swann, her pastel at-home
 dresses were designed by Doucet.

 In the last twenty years of the nineteenth century fashion looked backward in-
 stead of forward. The 1880s witnessed the Pre-Raphaelite style inspired by me-
 dieval dress and the Directoire and Empire period influence inspired by Sarah
 Bernhardt's costumes in La Tosca. In the 1890s, inspiration came from dress of
 the Tudor and Cavalier periods. None of these models were actually duplicated,
 but details were lifted, reworked, and incorporated into late nineteenth-century
 mainstream dress. For designers in the mid-1890s, however, the past was no

 mere inspiration. It was copied (fig. 7). The Lad],s Magazine set the matter
 straight in 1892 when an author pointed out that "every novelty in skirt, bodice
 or sleeve is traceable to the study of fashion plates issued between 1827-31.
 The leg-of-mutton sleeve reigns supreme." Just as quickly as this detail came
 into fashion, it passed from use. In 1897, The Graphic simply stated: 'All fullness
 has vanished."
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 Fig. 7. Evening dress: bodice

 and skirt, pale blue-green silk

 faille with narrow satin stripes,

 trimmed with white cotton

 machine-made lace, United

 States (Cincinnati), 1894-1896.

 Gift of Mr. Roth E Herrlinger

 and Mr. and Mrs. Edward E

 Herrlinger II, in memory of

 Katherine Heekin Herrlinger.

 1964.259 a-b.

 The new century ushered in a new silhouette. The famous reverse S-shaped
 figure was the result of an innovative concept in corsets introduced about 1900
 by Mme Gaches-Sarraute. This Frenchwoman, who studied medicine, designed
 a foundation garment aimed at relieving extreme pressure on the waist and dia-

 phragm produced by typical late nineteenth-century corsets. Her idea caught
 on-in part. The new corset thrust the bosom forward and forced the hips
 back in a graceful position, but one equally as uncomfortable as the form it
 replaced. Over this firm foundation, designers and dressmakers placed sur-
 prisingly delicate gowns lavish with lace, tulle, chiffon, ribbons, and a wide vari-
 ety of other trimmings. A low-cut ball gown, purchased in a Paris shop noted for
 using the products of the Lyons silk weavers for its elegant creations and well-
 to-do American clientele, sums up the look of the period (fig. 8). The thinnest
 pleated white silk fabric flows in profusion over layers of pink chiffon and pink
 silk taffeta. To heighten the delicate effect, the bodice and hem are trimmed
 with bands of ribbons into which are set large lace medallions-all of which
 are dusted with silver sequins and tiny rhinestones.

 During the Victorian and Edwardian eras, fashionable apparel might be ac-
 quired in a variety of ways. The finest examples were purchased from the
 French couture, while meaner examples were available in the developing
 ready-to-wear market. Some sewing, of course, was done in every household.
 But perhaps the most pervasive force during this period was the professional
 dressmaker. Nearly every community had at least one of these women who at

 the very least produced attractive clothing, but who could achieve, on occasion,
 true artistry. The professional dressmakers flourished from the 1880s until they
 were replaced after World War One by the widespread availability of high qual-
 ity ready-to-wear.

 The artistry of the dressmaker is documented by spidery handwriting which
 covered a note pinned to a red velvet afternoon dress (fig. 9). It read, "This vel-
 vet gown is the master production of Miss Dunlevy of Cincinnati, Ohio. It was
 made in 1906-January for Miss Anna E. Winston.... It was the realization of a
 girlhood dream." In a community as tightly knit as that of Cincinnati,
 dressmakers who could produce custom-made dresses in the latest fashion
 were well known, highly valued, and had access to the wealthiest women in the
 area. Anna Dunleavy was one of these. She opened her business in 1889 and
 moved in 1892 to the tenth floor of the Neave building where she occupied var-
 ious suites until 1919, her last year in business. This fashionable winter dress of

 heavy red silk velvet demonstrates Miss Dunlevy's skills at interpreting the
 changing esthetics of high fashion. Cunnington quotes the fashionable ideals
 which Miss Dunlevy incorporated into this dress: "The desire to define the
 waist and to show the trim outlines of the figure is uppermost; it is the round-
 ness of the waist and the curves of the hips, the way the figure is held in below
 and carried upright above it, that tells." The clean silhouette of this variation of
 the pinafore gown clearly differentiates all the main parts of the body Even the
 masses of delicate embroidery and lace take a subordinate position to the con-
 ceit of "suspenders" which are embellished with tiny red satin ribbon roses. Fi-
 nally the detail of a thin red ribbon edging on the collar must have drawn
 everyone's attention to the glowing face of the young Miss Winston.

 One staple of a woman's wardrobe from 1900 through 1920 was the all-white
 lingerie dress (fig. 11). According to Alison Gernsheim, white was worn more
 than at any time since the days of Napoleon. Some dresses were simple un-
 adorned cotton organdy; others, such as this totally handsewn example attrib-
 uted to the House of Doucet, were incredible collages of lace, embroidery
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 Fig. 8. Ball gown: bodice and

 silk taffeta, trimmed with white

 silk ribbons, white machine- ' .

 madeopen work, and sheer cottons. Ideal for summer wear, the lingerie dress was, in

 rhinestones,Cunnington records a report on the Ascot for 1906: "The lingerie frocks almost

 Compagniebeggar description, so exquisite are they in their filmy loveliness, an intricateFrance

 (Paris),mingling of cobweb lawn and many dentelles [laces]."1903-1906. Gift of the

 estateBy 1910, the matureJunoesque figure with the well-announced reverse S-curveWH.

 Chatfield. 1973.586 a-b. , -

 silhouette had passed from fashion. In its place casumme a more lingerithful ver wticals, in

 line based on a nboratural restatement of the female figure rather than one pushedts.

 and pulled innington reopposite dia reprctions by the Ascorset.t for 1906: "The lingerie froks almost

 beggar description, slender tube. Onare thconsequence was that ofin their fi lmy loveliness, an intricateof

 Edwardian underclothing formerly deemed so necessary, only the essential re-
 mained. Another was that the narrow skirts got even tighter One extreme-the
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 Fig. 9. Anna Dunlevy (?),

 afternoon dress: bodice and

 skirt, dark red silk cut velvet

 trimmed with red silk satin

 ribbon, red silk twist

 embroidery, and white cotton

 machine-made laces, United

 States (Cincinnati), 1906. Gift of

 Anna E. Winston. 1954.414.
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 Fig. 10. (Inset) Marcel Demay,

 evening dress, ivory silk satin,

 brown silk satin, and gold

 metallic plain weave, gray silk

 tulle trimmed with black, gold,

 and blue beads, gold metallic

 machine-made lace, and

 hobble skirt-had elements which were drawn tight about the knees to slow
 walking to a rapid shuffle. For some reason, hobble-skirted day dresses were
 accessorized with hats of immense proportions. While not every designer took
 this style to its extremes, the esthetic was pervasive. The heavily beaded silk
 tulle overskirt of this evening dress did its best to restrict rapid movement in
 any direction (fig. 10). Marcel Demay incorporated a fashionable low neckline, a
 totally cylindrical body shape, and a short chinchilla-edged train. Golden bead
 fringe festooning the bodice made sure that when a woman wearing this dress
 entered a room, she knew she would be the focus of attention.

 Between 1914 and 1918, women's fashion changed dramatically. The reality of
 war quickly banished the hobble skirt as women demanded ease and comfort
 in their clothing. The necessity of greater mobility for women dictated shorter
 skirts and unfussy trims. The standard of extravagant dressing which marked
 the Victorian and Edwardian eras was gone forever. n

 chinchilla, France (Paris), 1910-

 1911. Gift of Mrs. Christian R.

 Holmes. 1920.132.

 Fig. 11. House of Doucet (?),

 afternoon dress, ivory silk satin

 and white cotton machine-

 made lace, trimmed with strips

 of white cotton plain weave

 embroidered with white cotton

 satin stitch, France (Paris),

 1907-1908. Gift of Miss Mary

 Hanna. 1927.331.

 Note

 The text is based on the author's catalogue for the 1988 exhibition Simply Stunning: 200 Years of
 Fashion from the Cincinnati Art Museum.
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